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Abstract-   Cloud computing technology proposes a complete online platform composed of a large number of services 
used while needed. Cloud computing provides its services in cost effective way via internet in a reliable and efficient 
way. Cloud computing reduces the investment on purchasing the hardware, software and software licenses by 
providing services on rental basis. It reduces the licensing cost and provides backups to keep multiple copies of 
data.Cloud computing technology proposes a complete online platform composed of a large number of services used 
while needed In this paper a study has been carried out to find research issues in virtualization in cloud computing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing technology provides scalable and flexible technical infrastructure capabilities as an on- 
demand service (Singh and Kumar, 2014). The users can access cloud computing resources from any place, 
anywhere and atany time via any mobile computing devices such as laptops, mobiles, tablets or smart phones. In 
cloud computing technology, machines with large data centers can be dynamically provisioned, configured, 
controlled and reconfigured to deliver services in a scalable manner (Zissis and Lekkas, 2012). Cloud 
computing allows to efficiently manage upgrades and maintenance, backups, disaster recovery and failover 
functions (Zaharescu, and . Zaharescu, 2012) . According to Vaquero et al. (Vaquero et al., 2008), cloud 
guarantees are offered by the infrastructure provider by means of customised Service Level agreements (SLA). 
Cloud computing solves the potential problems of education, climate change, economics and terrorism (Kop and 
Carroll, 2011).  

Cloud Computing Characteristics  

Cloud computing has certain characteristics that are illustrated in figure 1. 
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Figure 1.Cloud Computing Characteristics 

Location independent resource pooling- Cloud computing provides pool of hardware and software resources to 
serve request of multiple users (Mell and Grance, 2009). The resources are dynamically allocated and 
deallocated according to varied user demands. The user has no control or knowledge over the exact location of 
the given resources.  

Elasticity- Cloud computing provides infinite computing resources available on demand (Buyya et al. 2010). 
Hence cloud provides resources in any quantity and at any time. The cloud can increase the computing resources 
when load goes high for any particular applications (Mell and Grance, 2009). Similar cloud will release the 
resources when load is decreased without any human involvement.  

Measured Services - In cloud computing there is no upfront cost is required for accessing the computing 
resources (Armbrust et al., 2009). The cloud consumer pays only for what services user is consuming, on rental 
basis. Metering and billing services is applicable in cloud computing to trace the usage of various computing 
resources by cloud users (Mell and Grance, 2009)..  

On-Demand Resource Provisioning- This feature enables users to directly obtain services from clouds, such as 
spawning the creation of a server and tailoring its software, configurations, and security policies, without 
interacting with a human system administrator (Buyya et al. 2010). This feature eliminates the need for more 
time-consuming, labour- intensive and human driven procurement processes.  

Broad Network Access- Cloud capabilities are available over network through which business solutions or 
applications can be accessed through mobiles, laptops, tablets, and desktops (Mell and Grance, 2009).  

Cloud computing provides its services in cost effective way via internet in a reliable and efficient way (Conde et 
al., 2013). Cloud computing provides its services in three service models to their users based on the layered 
architecture namely: 1) Software as a service, 2) Platform as a service, and 3) Infrastructure as a service (Mell 
and Grance, 2009) as shown in figure2. 
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Figure 2. Service models of cloud computing. 

Software as a service (Saas) - The Software as a service (Saas) reside on the top of the service models that can 
be accessed by end users. The users are increasingly shifting from locally installed computer applications to 
online software services. The use of Saas service model eliminates the burden of software maintenance on local 
system (Hayes, 2008). 

Platform as a service (Paas) -The second abstraction layer, platform as a service (Paas) is the programmable 
layer of service model used by programmers to develop and deploy codes in the clouds. Developers do not need 
to know the hardware configuration running in the cloud. The developers can access and program in various 
types of development environment. Paas platform provides various types of specialized services for data access 
and authentication (Buyya et al. 2010).  

Infrastructure as a service (Iaas) -The Infrastructure as a service (Iaas) is a third layer of service model 
manages physical resources in the cloud. It manages the virtual machines and other virtualized resources 
running in the cloud computing environment on demand (Sotomayor,et al., 2009) . The infrastructure as a 
service runs different types of operating system with customized stack of softwares (Nurmi at al., 2009) . This 
layer provides on- demand provisioning of server running to satisfy varied user requirements.  

II.TYPE OF VIRTUALIZATION 

With the increase in applications of virtualization concepts across a wide range of areas in computer science, the 
girth of the definition has been increasing even more. However, just for the discussions in this paper (Chiueh et 
al., 2005), we use the following relaxed definition:”Virtualization is a technology that combines or divides 
computing resources to present one or many operating environments using methodologies like hardware and 
software partitioning or aggregation, partial or complete machine simulation, emulation, time-sharing,and many 
others”. Although virtualization can, in general, mean both partitioning as well as aggregation, for the purposes 
of this paper, we shall concentrate on only partitioning problems (as these are much more prevalent). A 
virtualization layer, thus, provides infrastructural support using the lower-level resources to create multiple 
virtual machines that are independent of and isolated from each other. Sometimes, such a virtualization layer is 
also called Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM). Although traditionally VMM is used to mean a virtualization 
layer right on top of the hardware and below the operating system, we might use it to represent a generic layer in 
many cases. There can be innumerous reasons how virtualization can be useful in practical scenarios, a few of 
which are the following:  

  Server Consolidation: To consolidate workloads of multiple under-utilized machines to fewer machinesto 
save on hardware, management, and administration of the infrastructure  

  Application consolidation: A legacy application might require newer hardware and/or operating 
systems.Fulfillment of the need of such legacy applications could be served well by virtualizing the newer 
hardware and providing its access to others.  
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  Sandboxing: Virtual machines are useful to provide secure, isolated environments (sandboxes) for running 
foreign or less-trusted applications. Virtualization technology can, thus, help build secure computing platforms.  

  Multiple execution environments: Virtualization can be used to create mutiple execution environments (in all 
possible ways) and can increase the QoS by guaranteeing specified amount of resources.  

  Virtual hardware: It can provide the hardware one never had, e.g. Virtual SCSI drives, Virtual ethernet 
adapters, virtual ethernet switches and hubs, and so on.  

  Multiple simultaneous OS: It can provide the facility of having multiple simultaneous operating systems that 
can run many different kind of applications.  

  Debugging: It can help debug complicated software such as an operating system or a device driver by letting 
the user execute them on an emulated PC with full software controls.  

  Software Migration: Eases the migration of software and thus helps mobility.  

  Appliances: Lets one package an application with the related operating environment as an appliance.  

  Testing/QA: Helps produce arbitrary test scenarios that are hard to produce in reality and thus eases the 
testing ofsoftware. 

Virtualization is very important for cloud computing and as a result brings another benefit that cloud computing 
is famous for, scalability. Because each virtual server is allocated only enough computing power and storage 
capacity that the client needs, more virtual servers can be created. But if the needs grow, more power and 
capacity can be allocated to that server, or lowered if needed. Clients only pay for how much computing power 
and capacity they are using, this can be very affordable for most clients, without virtualization, cloud computing 
as there know it would not exist or would be in a different form. But such is now only in the realm of 
speculation as virtualization is really here to make Information Technology more affordable for the world 
(Padhy, 2012). There are many categories of virtualization and researchers have presented a lot of work in these 
different categories of virtualization. Companies of all sizes are embracing virtualization as a way to cut IT 
expenses, enhance security, and increase operational efficiency. While the benefits of virtualization are self- 
evident, many people are still in the dark when it comes to the many different types of virtualization. 
Virtualization is the ability of a server to run multiple instances of an operating system simultaneously. Each OS 
is unaware of the existence of the other guest operating systems and runs as if it had sole access to the hardware. 
There are different types of virtualization depending on requirements (Ercan, 2010).  

Data centers filled with servers generate a tremendous amount of heat and consume massive amounts of power. 
Virtualization is the running of several operating systems on a single host server. The host server runs special 
software that sits between the server and the guest operating systems and parcels out resources as needed. The 
guest operating systems are unaware that they are virtualized. Virtualization provides multiple benefits. First it 
reduces the amount of hardware running in the data center. A properly sized host server can run dozens if not 
hundreds of virtual servers. Every server that is virtualized is one less physical server consuming power and 
generating heat. In addition, virtualization reduces the overall footprint of the data center. Where hundreds of 
servers may have sprawled across the floor, only a few host machines may sit. There are different types of 
virtualization from several different vendors (Lee, 2014). Basically there are 2 types of virtualization in Server 
hosting:  

1. Hardware 

 2. Software  

However, with the technology advancements, there are many new concepts of virtualization, which have 
emerged. Presently, the following categories of virtualizations exist:  

  Hardware Virtualization  
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  Software Virtualization  

  Desktop virtualization  

  Server Virtualization  

  Storage Virtualization  

  Memory virtualization  

  Network Virtualization  

  Data Virtualization  

III. RESEARCH ISSUES IN VIRTUALIZATION IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

Virtualization plays a very important role in the cloud computing technology, normally in the cloud computing, 
users share the data present in the clouds like application etc, but actually with the help of virtualization users 
shares the Infrastructure. The main usage of Virtualization Technology is to provide the applications with the 
standard versions to their cloud users, suppose if the next version of that application is released, then cloud 
provider has to provide the latest version to their cloud users and practically it is possible because it is more 
expensive. To overcome this problem we use basically virtualization technology, By using virtualization, all 
severs and the software application which are required by other cloud providers are maintained by the third 
party people, and the cloud providers has to pay the money on monthly or annual basis. There are a number of 
components used to build the cloud infrastructure. At the lowest layer there are actual hardware components like 
servers, network attached storage and network components. In order to limit the possibility of spreading an 
infection, networks need be properly separated into multiple DMZs with limiting rules of connectivity between 
two networks (Khajehei, 2014). The very core of cloud computing is virtualization, which is used to separate a 
single physical machine into multiple virtual machines in a cost-effective way. Don’t get me wrong, running and 
operating a cloud is certainly possible without virtualization, but requires more work and time to actually pull it 
off; by using virtualization, there’re basically getting a lot of the work done for free. With virtualization, a 
number of virtual machines can run on the same physical computer, which makes it cost-effective, since part of 
the physical server resources can also be leased to other tenants. Such virtual machines are also highly portable, 
since they can be moved from one physical server to the other in a manner of seconds and without downtime; 
new virtual machines can also be easily created. Another benefit of using virtualization is the location of virtual 
machines in a data center it doesn’t matter where the data center is located and the virtual machine can also be 
copied between the data centers with ease.  

 
 

Figure3. Types of Virtualization 

Mainly Virtualization means, running multiple operating systems on a single machine but sharing all the 
hardware resources. And it helps us to provide the pool of IT resources so that we can share these IT resources 
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in order get benefits in the business. Virtualization is a kind of technology that is rapidly transforming the IT 
landscape and has changed the way people compute. It reduces hardware utilization, saves energy and costs and 
makes it possible to run multiple applications and various operating systems on the same SERVER at the same 
time(Lee, 2014). It increases the utilization, efficiency and flexibility of existing computer hardware.  

Virtualization provides various benefits including saving time and energy, decreasing costs and minimizing 
overall risk.  

  Provides ability to manage resources effectively.  

  Increases productivity, as it provides secure remote access.  

  Provides for data loss prevention.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure4.  Role of Hypervisor in Virtualization 

While the main benefit of virtualization is cost-effectiveness, customization increases the cost of such an 
environment with an advantage of increased security. If there customize the cloud virtualized environments too 
much, the costs go up considerably. There are three basic cloud computing service models: SaaS, PaaS and Iaas, 
and three basic cloud computing deployment models: public, community and private. When choosing the right 
combination there would like to use in our services, there need to be aware that by having greater control over 
the cloud, there also exists the possibility of increasing the security of the cloud. There can increase security of 
the IaaS service model as compared to SaaS, because we have greater control over it the same is true for 
deployment models: we can increase security of a private cloud as compared to a public cloud.  

Productivity: Virtualization can enhance productivity in development and testing of HPC applications and 
systems, in several ways. With authorization, the hypervisor can allow one VM to monitor the state (including 
memory), interrupts and communications (including calls to the hypervisor) of another VM, for debugging or 
performance analysis. Because this introspection code runs outside the VM being monitored, it can look at any 
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path in the OS or application, without the limitations that may occur when a debugger is inside, and shares 
hardware state with, the OS or application being debugged. This may be especially beneficial when developing 
or using a specialized minimal library OS for a specific HPC application, mentioned above (King et al., 2005). 
The hypervisor(s) can provide a virtual cluster of VMs, one for each node in a specific configuration of an HPC 
application that uses a cluster programming model like MPI. The VMs can be allocated across fewer real nodes, 
even a single node, to test at realistic scale but with fewer resources. Virtualization allows testing on the 
machine to be used for production, using only modest resources, simultaneously with production applications 
that are using most of the resources. Moving an application from testing to production is only a matter of 
allocating adequate real resources to the virtual nodes (VMs) used to execute the application. Productivity may 
also be enhanced by using a virtual cluster, running multiple copies of the OS and application, to achieve scaling 
in an application originally written for a non-scalable OS, avoiding the rewrite for another OS. This was a 
primary motivation of the Disco system (Bugnion et al., 1997). The decoupling of hardware and operating 
system can significantly reduce the restart cycle of a system. The “virtual reboot” avoids the latencies of 
hardware re-initialization by the BIOS (Choi et al., 2002). A pre-booted and frozen VM image can be shipped to 
all nodes in a cluster and significantly reduce the startup time of the system. Similarly, changing a VM image to 
a different OS and application does not reimpose a hardware initialization latency.  

Performance: Virtualization raises two performance issues: the cost of virtualization itself and the performance 
benefits it offers. Recent hardware and software developments have been at least partially motivated to reduce 
the cost of virtualization. The most popular microprocessors, including Intel, AMD , and IBM Power, all have 
hardware features to support virtualization and reduce its performance cost (Mergen et al., 2006). Software 
paravirtualization, used by Xen (Barham et al., 2003) and IBM hypervisors 
(http://www.research.ibm.com/hypervisor/.), seeks to present hypervisor interfaces, for example to specify 
memory address translations, that are functionally equivalent to but less performance-costly to implement than 
exactly virtualizing the analogous hardware, for example page tables. Software pre-virtualization is a technique 
of semi-automatically annotating OS code so that it can be adapted for a specific hypervisor at load time but 
remain compatible to real hardware (LeVasseur et al., 2005). The performance of HPC applications may benefit 
from virtualization in several ways. Virtualization facilitates specialized OSes that are performance optimized 
for classes of HPC applications, as discussed above. A hypervisor can guarantee resource allocations to a VM, 
such as a fixed partition of real memory, a fixed percentage of CPU cycles, or a maximum latency to interrupt 
handling code for a real time VM. The virtual nodes (VMs) of a virtual cluster can be scheduled to run 
concurrently, in different real nodes or using different processor cores of one or a few real nodes. This gang 
scheduling allows a cluster HPC application, while running, to communicate between nodes in real time, as it 
would without virtualization, which may be crucial to efficient forward progress.  

Reliability and Availability: Because of VM isolation, hardware or software failures, as in a processor core, 
memory, OS or application, directly affect only one VM, unless the hypervisor itself suffers a failure.  

If the affected VM cannot recover itself and truly fails, its non-failing hardware resources can be unambiguously 
reclaimed by the hypervisor and used in restarting the failed VM or by other VMs. Other VMs are not aware of 
the failure unless they have a communication dependency on the affected VM, but they may run slower if they 
shared a failed processor core, for example. This fault isolation enhances system reliability and increases the 
probability of completion of long-running HPC applications, without any special effort by the OSes that run in 
the VMs. When authorized, introspection allows one VM to capture the complete OS and application state of 
another VM, either on request or periodically. Because this is the state of resources virtualized at a low level, 
this state can be used to create another VM, with equivalent but different real resources in the same or another 
real node, and continue processing. This check point/restart capability enables preemption by high- priority 
work, inter-node migration of work in a cluster for load balancing, and restart from a previous checkpoint after 
transient hardware or software failures, if the application is idempotent with respect to such a restart. Recovery 
from hardware failures is particularly important for very long-running computations. Preemption allows new 
uses, such as what may be called real-time HPC, where a large number of nodes are preempted for a brief time 
to compute a result needed immediately. All these scenarios enhance system availability, require little or no 
effort in the OS or application and are important to HPC applications, because they prevent loss of progress in 
long-running HPC applications (Mergen et al., 2006).  

Security Concerns: Virtualization provides many benefits when used in a cloud computing platform, such as 
cost-efficiency, increased uptime, improved disaster recovery, application isolations (Sherry et al., 2012), etc. 
Despite all the advantages, when virtualization is used there are also a number of security concerns outlined 
below.  
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  The Hypervisor: the hypervisor is used to separate operating systems of virtual machines from the physical 
hardware. When there adds a new virtual machine on top of the same physical machine, there must ensure that 
the operating system has the latest security updates installed and the software has been properly patched. Once 
the attacker has gained administrative access to the guest operating system, there can further advance to 
exploiting the vulnerabilities that exist in a hypervisor by successfully exploiting such a vulnerability, the 
attacker can gain complete access to the host physical machine. Even more, once the attacker has access to the 
host hypervisor, there can easily access all the virtual machines running on that physical machine. In order to 
understand the importance of having a secure hypervisor, there must first say a few words about it. A hypervisor 
was specifically built for virtualization in mind and has therefore a required limited function specific to the 
hypervisor (Wang et al., 2010). It doesn’t need to be as complete as a whole operating system, because it must 
be able to perform a limited set of functions; therefore, it also has a smaller number of entry points that can be 
attacked and exploited. The concerns are great, since hypervisors are rarely updated and therefore new security 
vulnerability would most likely be unpatched for a long period of time. In 2006 two root kits were developed to 
demonstrate how a rootkit can be used to take control over the host machine – hypervisor and all of its virtual 
machines: Blue Pill in Sub Virtual.  

  Resource Allocation: when a certain resource, like data storage or physical memory, is allocated to a virtual 
machine, the virtual machine can use it for storing its data. If the resources are later reallocated to another 
virtual machine due to this virtual machine not being needed anymore and is therefore removed, the new virtual 
machine could read the data from hard drive or memory. The data on such resources must be properly deleted 
when being transitioned from one virtual machine to the next.  

  Virtual Machine Attacks: if attackers can successful gain access to one virtual machine by exploiting 
vulnerability in one of the applications running in that virtual machine, he can attack other applications running 
in different virtual machines over the network. If the virtual machine is running on the same physical host as the 
compromised virtual machine, it may be hard to detect such network attacks. There must be able to monitor the 
traffic coming to and from each virtual machine on the same physical host.  

  Migration Attacks: when there migrates a virtual machine, the migration usually consists of transferring the 
whole virtual machine over the network from one physical machine to the other. For a successful attack, the 
attacker already needs to have access to the network where the migrations are taking place and reading/writing 
into memory at the time of migration. When the migration communication is not encrypted, the attacker can 
perform a MITM attack to copy the whole virtual machine VHD file. Mitigation of Security Concerns: 
Following can mitigate the security concerns as outlined previously (Pek, 2013).  

  The Hypervisor: attacks on the hypervisor can easily be prevented by regularly updating it. Since there is a 
low number of vulnerabilities in the hypervisor itself, there is also a low number of times there will have to 
update, but it’s important that can do. This will not protect against zero-day vulnerabilities that may still be 
present in a hypervisor, but at least there’re protected from known vulnerabilities that exist in the wild.  

  Resource Allocation: prior to allocating resources to new virtual machine, the resources need to be properly 
protected. When assigning the physical memory to a new virtual machine, the memory needs to be filled with 
zeros in order to prevent any data used in the previous virtual machine from being leaked. The same is true for 
hard drive data, which might still be present even after easing and recreating the partition. A new virtual 
machine can use different forensic tools to read the whole unstructured contents of the hard drive into the file 
and analyze it for possible leaked data. To prevent this, there must also overwrite the hard drive used by the old 
partition with zeros when assigning it to the new virtual machine.  

  Virtual Machine Attacks: there must ensure that the underlying virtualization software can differentiate 
against traffic coming from and going to different virtual machines. The traffic also needs to be analyzed for 
possible known attacks; one way of doing this is by using port mirroring to copy any traffic on a specific port on 
a switch to another port (mirroring) for data to be analyzed by IDS/IPS.  

  Migration Attacks: migration attacks can be handled by using proper mechanisms for detecting and 
preventing MITM attacks. To enhance security, the migrations should also be done over a secure 
communication channel like TLS.  
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IV.CONCLUSION 

In this paper a study has been carried out to find research issues in virtualization in cloud computing. 
Virtualization is very important for cloud computing and as a result brings another benefit that cloud computing 
is famous for, scalability. Because each virtual server is allocated only enough computing power and storage 
capacity that the client needs, more virtual servers can be created. But if the needs grow, more power and 
capacity can be allocated to that server, or lowered if needed. Clients only pay for how much computing power 
and capacity they are using, this can be very affordable for most clients.Without virtualization, cloud computing 
as there know it would not exist or would be in a different form. Cloud Computing may be the most overused 
exhortations in the tech industry, often thrown around as an umbrella term for a wide array of different 
platforms, systems, and services. It’s thus not entirely surprising that there’s a great deal of confusion regarding 
what the term actually entails. here are several different breeds of virtualization, though all of them share one 
thing in common: the end result is a survey to find main research issues in cloud computing. In most cases, 
virtualization is generally accomplished by dividing a single piece of hardware into two or more ‘segments.’ 
Each segment operates as its own independent environment. 
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